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ABSTRACT
The conventional approach for building software-defined net-
work systems requires separately developing the management,
control, and data planes. Manually written code connects the
management plane’s configuration to the control plane, and
the control plane generates the data planes’ configurations
as small program fragments that scatter across the codebase.
Scalability and correctness become increasingly challenging
as such a system develops and grows.

In contrast, in our approach, called Nerpa, all three planes
are programmed in a unified way. In Nerpa a transactional
database stores management plane state. The control plane
is implemented in a specialized query language which au-
tomatically executes in an incremental fashion, improving
scalability. Finally, the data plane is programmed in P4. To
aid correctness, all three parts are type-checked together, and
tools generate code for data movement between planes.

We have published a prototype implementation using an
open-source license. We believe that full-stack SDN can build
more robust and maintainable networked systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Recent advances allow significant programmatic control over
network operations: software-defined networking (SDN) has
broadly enabled the management of network devices [12, 18,
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31, 32]. High-speed, programmable data planes let develop-
ers define complete and arbitrary processing of individual
packet metadata [3, 9]. But despite these advances, it remains
difficult and error-prone to program the entire network.

Figure 1: Management, control, and data planes for a
dimmable light bulb.

The network software architecture is typically divided into
three parts: the management, control, and data planes, illus-
trated by analogy in Fig. 1 for a dimmable light bulb. The
management plane handles network policies, such as mainte-
nance and monitoring [17], and provides APIs for administra-
tion. The control plane decides how packets are forwarded,
transformed, or dropped. The data plane carries user traffic.

Figure 2: Architecture of today’s software-defined net-
works.

As shown in Fig. 2, the management plane is often imple-
mented as an API backed by a reliable database [17], and
the control plane as an SDN controller written in an imper-
ative language such as Java or C++ [31, 38, 54]. The data
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Figure 3: The growth of OVN’s controller codebase and
the number of OpenFlow fragments over time.

plane is built using flow-programmable switch software or
hardware [8, 23, 46]. Different teams implement each plane
separately with different technologies. This process creates
correctness and scalability challenges.

Within this paradigm, adding new network features that
span all three planes requires a significant cross-team co-
design, development, and testing effort. Complexity stems
from orchestration required across planes and interactions
between features within a plane. For example, in OpenFlow
systems, the SDN controller acts as a specialized compiler
that converts high-level policies into data plane program frag-
ments: OpenFlow flows. The control plane installs fragments
in network devices (e.g., switches). At any given time, a
switch executes an OpenFlow program constructed from all
currently installed fragments. Additional network features
require new flow rule fragments for tables and associated pri-
orities. These become scattered over the controller’s quickly
growing code base. The controller must handle various edge
cases when translating policies into these fragments, and
ensure that any possible combination of runtime policies gen-
erates a legal OpenFlow program for the targets.

The Open Virtual Network (OVN), a commercially de-
ployed system for virtual network management [45], illus-
trates this trend. OVN manages a complex distributed system
including an OVSDB database system [16] and multiple Open
vSwitch data planes [48]. It provides L2/L3 virtual network-
ing in support of many network features: logical switches and
routers, security groups, L2/L3/L4 ACLs, tunnel overlays, and
logical-physical gateways. Fig. 3 shows that over time, the
controller’s code base and the number of OpenFlow program
fragments scattered throughout it have grown at a similar rate.
This sprawl hurts maintenance and network correctness.

Moreover, today’s control plane implementations can scale
poorly. Traditional imperative programming languages used
in controllers do not support incrementality. We contend this
is essential for performance at scale. Network state changes
dynamically due to many classes of events: policy updates,
changes in load, maintenance, link failures, etc. In response to

a change, the controller should not recompute and redistribute
the entire network state. Instead, it should perform an incre-
mental amount of work – proportional to (ideally linear in)
the size of modified state, not of the entire network state [31].
Else, it will struggle with data center-sized deployments [31].

Unfortunately, imperative languages like Java or C++ of-
fer zero support for writing incremental controllers. Writing
incremental programs by hand requires a verbose and con-
fusing coding style (reacting to concurrent events), or ad-hoc
approaches for incremental computation [40, 61]. Consider
labeling reachable nodes in a graph, a standard problem for
computing forwarding tables. A full computation can be done
in tens of lines of Java. But an incremental Java implementa-
tion, supporting dynamic insertions and deletions of network
links and only recomputing changed labels, is much harder.
Such an implementation in our organization’s networking vir-
tualization platform required several thousand lines of code.
Despite developer and QA efforts, it required multiple re-
leases to debug. A controller consists of many algorithms that
benefit from incremental implementation.

A general-purpose programming language supporting in-
cremental computation remains elusive. However, in the con-
text of relational databases, the related concept of incremental
view maintenance (IVM) is well understood [19]. Material-
ized views are defined by queries as a function of other data-
base tables and views. On changes to the tables and source
views, IVM computes and applies only incremental changes
to the dependent views, rather than recomputing their full con-
tents. Novel programming languages that compute over rela-
tions and collections offer automatic incremental view main-
tenance. They can be used to incrementalize queries for a rich
class of programs, including recursive queries [11, 43, 53].
For example, in Differential Datalog, or DDlog for short, the
programmer writes a specification for a non-incremental pro-
gram using a rich dialect of Datalog. The DDlog compiler
then generates an efficient incremental implementation. This
only processes input changes or events, and it produces only
output changes instead of entire new versions of the outputs.

Consider the following DDlog implementation of the net-
work labeling problem described above. GivenLabel and
Edge are input relations, and Label is the output view:

Labe l ( n1 , l a b e l ) : − GivenLabe l ( n1 , l a b e l ) .
Labe l ( n2 , l a b e l ) : − Labe l ( n1 , l a b e l ) ,

Edge ( n1 , n2 ) .

This program maintains Label for any insertions or dele-
tions in Edges or modifications of GivenLabel. DDlog
automatically generates an incremental version. It provides
scalability but is far shorter than the equivalent incremental
implementation in Java or C++. A slightly refined version is
used in a production network controller with customers.

We propose a unified environment for full-stack SDN pro-
gramming. Our vision, called Nerpa, combines relational and
procedural abstractions to realize SDN’s high-level approach
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and programmable data planes’ fine-grained control. This
includes two important insights:

(1) An automatically incremental control plane improves
scalability. The network developer should not write and opti-
mize an incremental controller by hand. Instead, control plane
programs should be written in a modern programming lan-
guage, designed for computing over collections and compiled
to be incremental. Database queries then represent network
features: forwarding rules are views defined from high-level
policies and network state. The compiler turns these queries
into incremental programs. These compute changes to for-
warding rules from changes in policies and state. The written
code is simple, declarative, and no longer responsible for
handling multiple concurrent state changes.

(2) Co-designing the management, control and data planes
helps overall correctness. Many data structures for the control
plane program can be generated from corresponding struc-
tures in the data and management planes. Tooling can then
automate and simplify data conversion when moving data be-
tween the planes. This saves developer time spent writing glue
code and interfaces between different software components.

We have implemented a prototype of this programming
framework. It uses an OVSDB management plane [16], P4
data plane [9], and DDlog control plane [53]. The prototype is
available as an open-source project with an MIT license [2].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: we identify
specific challenges in programming the entire network in §2;
we present the Nerpa vision in §3 and our prototype imple-
mentation in §4. We discuss related work in §5 and conclude
in §6 with the potential implications of full-stack SDN.

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
2.1 Control plane scalability
Many types of scalability challenges emerge in deployed net-
works. We focus on those that stem from changes in network
state and could benefit from an incremental control plane.

Small, frequent configuration changes happen in network
deployments. Their rapid occurrence at high scale can ham-
per performance. Recomputing the state of an entire network
on each change requires significant CPU resources across
compute nodes and creates high control plane latency [61].
Consider Robotron, Meta’s top-down system for managing
a massive production network [56]. Configurations are gen-
erated from FBNet, an underlying object store that models
network components. Each day on average, more than 50
lines change across models for many reasons: new network
components, changed attributes, logic changes, and more.
In particular, backbone devices average a dozen per week,
with over 150 lines updated per change [56]. These require
continuous re-configurations and are updated incrementally.
Simultaneously, the global disparity between the resource con-
sumption of big and small jobs has only grown: the largest

1% of jobs represent over 99% of both compute and mem-
ory utilization [57]. A poorly-timed configuration issue could
delay jobs or cause a critical workload to fail.

An incremental control plane can help address these chal-
lenges. It only computes the data plane changes that corre-
spond to configuration changes or events. The operator must
specify how input changes translate to output changes. This
avoids the expense of recomputing the entire network, re-
duces time spent planning for undesirable side effects, and
helps debug those that occur.

2.2 Incremental programming
Unfortunately, incremental programs are difficult to write.
SDN controllers are typically written in a traditional impera-
tive language, like Java or C++. Making these incremental can
increase the amount of code by an order of magnitude [52]. It
is hard to detect and fix new bugs, particularly at scale.

A networking-specific challenge stems from control plane
computations that require recursion or iteration, such as graph
reachability for routing tables. The SDN controller receives
periodic updates from routers; for each update, it updates the
network topology graphs and computes a form of all-pairs
shortest-path (with constraints imposed by routing policies).
Such algorithms require iteration and cannot be expressed by
standard database queries — but they can be implemented
using recursive queries, that iterate computing routing updates
until no more changes are produced. Traditional database
techniques for incremental view maintenance do not work for
recursive queries, but are supported by DDlog.

Incrementally programmed networked systems reflect these
difficulties. Consider ovn-controller, OVN’s local con-
troller daemon written in C. The past half-decade has seen
multiple efforts to make the code incremental. The first con-
sisted of 21 patches [41]. Due to issues with reliability and
verifying correctness, the changes were reverted [40]. An al-
ternative implementation provided by eBay followed a more
disciplined approach with an engine based on C callbacks.
This reduced latency by 3× and CPU cost by 20× in produc-
tion. It was eventually merged upstream after much back-and-
forth, and several bugs were later found in production. Many
limitations and difficulties remain. The developer must ex-
plicitly identify incremental changes. The code’s complexity
makes it difficult to understand, to update, or to confirm an
update’s success [61]. It is also difficult to test, since many
code paths are only exercised when a deployment takes a
particular series of steps to arrive at a given configuration.

While any program can be made incremental, some may
not see performance benefits. Developers must consider their
applications’ usage patterns. For example, OVN’s load bal-
ancer benchmark cold starts ovn-controller with large
load balancers and then deletes each. This is a worst-case for
incremental computation: changes occur multiple times and
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cannot be easily parallelized, but automatically incremental-
izing the code still requires memory-intensive data indexing.
On this benchmark, a DDlog controller took 2× the CPU time
and 5× the RAM as the C implementation [47].

2.3 Programmable data planes
The rise of data plane programmability raises additional issues
but introduces a mechanism to address the above control plane
challenges. Network devices now expose low-level packet
processing logic to the control plane through a standardized
API. This can be leveraged when writing the control plane.

Data plane languages are seeing strong industry adoption.
Mainstream chip vendors are commercializing programmable
switching ASICs (application-specific integrated circuits).
Broadcom’s Trident-4 and Jericho-2 are programmable using
NPL [26], while Intel/Barefoot’s Tofino [3] and Cisco’s Sili-
con One [15] support P4 [9]. In particular, P4 supports many
targets, from ASICs to software switches [39].

The execution of programmable data planes is driven by
policies created by the control plane. These policies are en-
coded into table entries written by the control plane and read
by the data plane. These table entries generalize traditional
forwarding table entries and can encode a rich set of policies
(e.g., forwarding, load-balancing, firewall rules, encapsulation
and decapsulation, etc.). A data plane table can be conceptu-
alized as a database view for the global control plane state
relevant to the controlled device. For example, a switch’s for-
warding table entries are the entries from the global controller
routing table describing the links connected to the switch.
This transforms programming data plane policies into a tra-
ditional incremental view maintenance program [19]—the
exact problem solved by an incremental control plane.

In summary, an incremental approach could improve con-
trol plane scalability. But the difficulties of traditional incre-
mental programming have hindered deployment. Programmable
data planes motivate a possible solution.

3 NERPA
We envision a unified environment for programming the en-
tire network. This should provide network operators with
correctness and scalability guarantees. Relational database
abstractions model management plane entities and data plane
tables. A fully and automatically incremental control plane
program sits between them. These relations are used in rules
that define how data plane table entries are computed from
management plane policies. The network developer writes a
fully type-checked program that spans the entire network.

The Nerpa programming framework coordinates three pieces
of software, one per network plane:

Management plane: The system administrator configures
the management plane by populating and modifying the con-
tents of a database instance. The database schema represents

Figure 4: The vision for Nerpa, using the tools in our proto-
type implementation. The network programmer provides
the OVSDB schema, DDlog program, and P4 program.

the network’s structure and policies. Tables represent net-
work links, network devices (e.g., switches, interfaces, virtual
machines), high-level administrative structures (e.g., adminis-
trative domains), security policies, and more.

Control plane: The control plane is driven by two differ-
ent kinds of input relations: (1) relations representing the cur-
rent network configuration, obtained from the management
database and (2) relations representing notifications from data
plane packets and events. The control plane computes output
relations, which correspond to tables in the managed data
planes. An incremental control plane only computes changes
to output relations given changes to input relations.

Data plane: The Nerpa controller, in charge of state syn-
chronization, installs the data from the controller output rela-
tions as entries in the programmable data plane tables.

To interface between these software programs, Nerpa gener-
ates the code that orchestrates data movement between planes.
This automates tasks that previously required writing glue
code. The (DDlog) schema of the relations for the control
plane is generated from the schemas of the management plane
and the data plane program tables. The Nerpa controller reads
changes from the management plane and transforms them
to inputs to the control plane program. When the controller
receives a message from the data plane, it transforms the mes-
sage into a row insertion into an input relation. This input
relation’s contents can also influence the controller’s behavior,
forming a feedback loop. In the compilation process, Nerpa
typechecks the data definitions and database schema, ensuring
that only well-formed messages are exchanged.

4 IMPLEMENTATION
Our current prototype implementation is shown in Fig. 4.
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4.1 Prototype Technologies
We use the Open vSwitch Database (OVSDB) [48] for the
management plane. OVSDB is well-suited for state synchro-
nization, because it can stream a database’s ongoing series
of changes, grouped into transactions, to a subscriber that
registered for these events.

We use DDlog to implement a centralized control plane.
Note that each data plane does also have a synthesized local
control plane, which programs tables on the local devices
and relays events to the centralized control-plane using the
P4Runtime API. DDlog has several key properties that im-
prove on past incremental and relational languages.

Streaming APIs for performance: At runtime a DDlog
program accepts a stream of updates (i.e. from OVSDB) to
input relations – inserts, deletes, or modifications. It produces
a corresponding stream of updates to the computed output
relations. DDlog changes are also grouped into transactions.
These maintain important policy invariants and are much
easier to reason about than events or database triggers.

Types for correctness: Pure Datalog lacks concepts like
types, arithmetic, strings, or functions. DDlog’s powerful
type system includes Booleans, integers and floats, and data
structures like structures, unions, vectors, and maps. These
can be stored in relations and manipulated by rules (queries).
DDlog can perform many operations directly over structured
data, including the full relational algebra. Rules can include
negation (like SQL “EXCEPT”), recursion, and grouping.

Procedural language for expressivity: DDlog has a pow-
erful procedural language that can express many deterministic
computations, used in more complex network features, e.g.,
string processing, regular expressions, iteration, etc.

We use P4 to program the data plane. P4 has emerged as the
generally preferred language for data plane programming with
a robust and growing ecosystem. In particular, the P4Runtime
API specifies how the control plane can control the elements
of a P4-defined data plane. Our current prototype assumes a
single P4 program for all network devices. But our solution
can generally support multiple classes of devices (e.g., spine,
leaf switches), each running a different P4 program. The
management plane relations should reflect these classes.

In Nerpa the glue code, such as the SDN controller and state
synchronization pieces, are written in Rust. Rust’s low-level
control and memory safety fit Nerpa’s goals well. Rust can
also be easily linked against existing Java or C++ programs.
DDlog programs are also compiled to Rust by the DDlog
compiler. The Rust libraries for interfacing with OVSDB
and P4Runtime are in our repository [2]. This also includes
p4c-of, which compiles P4 into OpenFlow and allows the
use of high-performance software switches [49].

Nerpa helps developers use these technologies more eas-
ily and with correctness guarantees. Generating the APIs
between layers reduces verbose, error-prone interoperability

work when using the technologies individually. While a learn-
ing curve does still exist, particularly for the control plane’s
Datalog syntax, ongoing work provides a direct Rust-based
query interface to the same powerful abstractions [1, 11].

4.2 Control and Data Plane Co-Design
Data exchange between the different planes requires an in-
termediate data representation. The control plane reads in-
put changes from the management plane and writes output
changes to the data plane. The data plane can also send
notifications to the control plane, as in MAC learning. In
Nerpa, changes from the management plane are represented
by changes in OVSDB state. Communication between the
control plane and data plane uses the P4Runtime API. Packet
digests send notifications to the control plane, and output
changes can modify entries in the match-action tables.

Since all communication flows through the control plane,
DDlog relations serve as the natural intermediate data repre-
sentation. Nerpa’s tooling generates an input relation for the
controller for each table in the OVSDB management plane;
it also generates a controller input relation for each packet
digest in the P4 program. An output relation for the controller
is generated for each match-action table in the P4 program. Fi-
nally, generated helper functions in Rust convert data between
P4Runtime and DDlog types. This enables close integration
and co-design of the control plane and data plane.

As a brief example, the code snippets in Figure 5 present
a simplified version of VLAN assignment. The declaration
of the output relation InVlan is generated from a P4 match-
action table, as seen in Fig. 5(a). The input relation Port is
generated from an OVSDB table shown in Fig. 5(b). A pro-
grammer can write a Datalog rule as in Fig. 5(c) to compute
the contents of the output relation from the input relation.

4.3 Example: Simple Network Virtual Switch
The Nerpa repository includes snvs, a simple network vir-
tual switch. This implements key networking features, includ-
ing VLANs, MAC learning, and port mirroring. The Nerpa
integration test executes the full network stack, using OVSDB,
the DDlog runtime, and the P4 behavioral simulator BMv2.

As a preliminary scalability evaluation, we added 2,000
ports to the system. We then measured the time between (1)
the OVSDB client reading a new port from OVSDB and (2)
the data plane entry being added to the P4 table. The first time
difference noted was 0.013 seconds, and the last was 0.018
seconds. This scaling demonstrates incrementality at work.

While imperfect, lines of code (LOC) help quantify the
maintenance challenges for developers discussed in §1. snvs
consists of 350 LOC of DDlog (250 of rules, 100 of gener-
ated relations); 300 of P4; 5 OVSDB tables with 2–5 fields
each; and 50 of generated Rust glue code. 700 total LOC
is at least an order of magnitude less than an incremental
implementation of similar features in Java or C [52].
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(a) A P4 match-action table and the generated DDlog output
relation of the controller. The P4 tables produce output control-
plane relations because the P4 program is the controlled entity.

(b) An OVSDB schema fragment of the management plane
and the generated DDlog input relation for the control plane.
Management-plane relations produce input control relations.

(c) A hand-written DDlog rule executed by the control plane,
computing the output relation from the input relations.

Figure 5: Nerpa examples. Within each subfigure, color is
used to mark corresponding parts of input and output.

5 RELATED WORK
In this section, we discuss existing attempts to make pro-
grammable network systems more scalable and correct.

Control plane scalability. Past work has used either rela-
tional, database-style abstractions or incremental computation.

The few that incorporated both were limited by their chosen
tools. None leveraged the data plane.

Various database abstractions and principles have been
used to model networks. Many commercial systems use data-
bases to represent network state [6, 8, 10, 24, 42, 55, 56, 58].
Modeling networks as various database is an old idea, in-
cluding SNMP [20]. These range from SQL dialects [50]
to Prolog-based monitoring [51, 59]. Declarative network-
ing [33, 34], the most relevant of this work, explored dis-
tributed Datalog-based languages for programming networks
and distributed systems. It primarily implemented distributed
routing protocols in declarative languages. This inspired a
family of Datalog-based languages targeting networks [7, 13,
14, 21, 27, 28, 37]. But none used incremental computation
and programmed both the control and data planes.

Two especially relevant languages are Flowlog [44] and
Nlog [31]. Flowlog programs both the control and data planes.
It models everything, including events and packets, as tables.
But it does not support recursion, iteration, or joins, and is
not incremental. Both incremental and relational, Nlog is
most similar to DDlog and has been used in industrial-scale
network virtualization. When system state changes, an Nlog
program decides a new virtual forwarding policy. But it shares
Flowlog’s limits: it does not support recursion or negation,
lacks a type system, and requires external C++ functions
for many operations. It does not leverage the data plane for
correctness or scalability. It cannot modify controller state.

Networking-specific languages. Advances generally focus
on a network subsystem, particularly the data plane. The most
relevant work verifies the data plane program at network
devices. Early tools analyzed a snapshot of the complete data
plane [4, 5, 29, 35, 36]. Newer solutions [22, 25, 28, 30, 60]
use incrementality in production. But none apply the data
plane to control plane design. We extend past work to improve
other parts of the network.

6 CONCLUSIONS
We combine several technologies: SDN, for higher-level con-
trol over network policy; programmable data planes, to define
packet processing; and compilers for incremental program-
ming languages, to make traditional algorithms incremental.

These tools help rethink network programming across the
entire stack. We believe that this can improve both correctness
and scalability. Interfaces can be generated from the manage-
ment and data planes. Programs can be type-checked across
all layers. This increases developers’ confidence in system
correctness and, in turn, their feature velocity. An incremental
control plane helps scale the system.

We plan to validate our vision through bottom-up imple-
mentations of increasingly complex network programs. Be-
yond our first steps in network virtualization, many other
applications exist: radio networks, edge computing, cloud
monitoring and control, and more.
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